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Janet Gilliard 

This is the easiest review I've written. You 
must read this book. Clover is 12 years old - 
her mother died soon after her birth and 
she lives with her father. During the 
summer holidays she decides to find out 
about her mother and create a museum in 
her memory. 

Carys Bray has a gift for writing 
from the perspective of both adult 
and child. A magical thought 
provoking book. 

 

Jane Brown  

A beautiful story about finding 
answers, relationships and a girl 
called Clover with Love in her name.  

The cover intrigued me to begin with and an author I had not come across 
before. 

This was a book I read on a sun terrace last week; this will make a good beach 
read this summer.  

This story is told through the 12 year old girl called Clover. She lives with her 
father. Her mother Becky died when she was only a few weeks old. Her father 
tries his best to bring her up and hopes she is happy.  Her father doesn’t talk 
about her mother. They never get round to tidying up the house and her mother 
belongings remain in an untidy bedroom.  



 

One long summer Clover decides to dedicate a museum to her mother using her 
belongings- as she wants answers to the questions her father is unable to 
answer. 

There are some interesting characters woven throughout the story – Mrs. 
Mackerel the neighbour with her “Dinner ladies” mixed up sayings. The uncle 
who is so damaged and is in and out of mental health care and her unlikely 
friend who no one else likes. 

This is a story of relationships, a father who is set on his daughter being happy 
and finding answers. 

A well recommended summer read – due for publication June 2016. 

http://browniebookworld.blogspot.co.uk/ 

 

Glenda Worth 

‘The Museum of You’ tells of a young girl clover, who wants answers 
about her dead mother. She thinks the second bedroom might have 
these answers and investigates, not telling her father.  

The museum of you is an unusual story about a young girl seeking answers 
about her dead mother. Darren, her father has chosen in his grief not to talk 
about her much but has kept all her things in the second bedroom as a shrine.  

Clover enters that bedroom looking for anything to give her the knowledge she 
requires and sets about making a museum of the items she feels are most 
poignant. She spends the summer holidays secretly doing this while her father, 
a bus driver is at work. 

Clover also has to look after their allotment and goes there to water the plants 
every day, this becoming a big part of her routine, meeting her new friend 
Dagmar there sometimes. 

Mrs Mackerel has helped to look after Clover since she was a baby, very loud 
when talking but keeps an eye on her when Darren is at work.  

The book alternates between Clover and Darren with the other characters 
weaving themselves into the story around them both.  

A lovely book about a single dad doing his best for his daughter, the grief of 
them both losing someone and the problems facing the family as a whole. 

An easy book to read but engrossing, wanting to know more about Becky, 
Clovers mum, until it all comes apparent what happened to her. 



 

Catherine Bryce  

A delightful story that is a pleasant read for many genres.  

This is a delightful, heart-warming and feel-good story, which tells the story of 
12 year old Clover Quinn, an only child and the relationship between herself and 
her single-parent dad, Darren. 

Clover has been brought up by her father but now, one summer, as she is 
growing up from a child into a young adult, she begins to realise other factors 
in her life and commences to become increasingly curious about her mother, 
who she was, what she was like and so forth and decides to embark on this route 
by using her mother’s personal items that are stored in a bedroom in her home. 
Clover is also re-assessing her relationship with her father and the story 
describes this loving relationship and the struggles that her father has had to 
cope with. 

The book is well written and also written in third person which gives the story a 
more realistic feel.  The story itself is lovely and will keep the reader’s attention 
throughout the whole book as the relationship between Clover and her father 
unfolds. 

A book to cover many genres but a definite must-read! 

 

Sarah Harper  

This is Clover’s quest to learn about her mother with the help of a 
small but perfectly formed cast of characters. Evocative and 
touching, this is full of real warmth.  

Young Clover wants to know about her mum, and understandably so. Becky 
died when Clover was only 6 weeks old, leaving new-dad Darren to cope with a 
tiny baby on his own. The years have passed but still no one really talks about 
her mother and Clover needs to know where she came from. This summer, 
inspired by a school visit to a museum and a chance encounter with one of the 
curators, Clover plans to put together an exhibit of her mother’s life. The spare 
bedroom is full of Becky’s things, things which Darren can’t face dealing with. 
As Clover sifts through the belongings she gradually builds up a picture of her 
mother, the woman she never knew and who her father finds it so hard to talk 
about. She pieces together clues from the snippets of information she has but it’s 
not easy. Does the pile of travel brochures mean that her mum loved to travel or 
merely that she dreamt of far-off places? There’s only so much you can tell from 
a pile of fridge magnets and some old school photos. This is Clover’s quest to fill 



 

in the gaps in her life. Sometimes you need to face the past in order to move on. 

A small but perfectly formed cast have Becky’s story to tell and they do so 
perfectly. A grandfather who’s obsessed with his bodily functions, an Uncle who 
often ‘isn’t himself’ and a mean neighbour with a heart of gold. As the intricacies 
of their relationships are revealed we learn about the experiences that have 
brought them to this point in their lives. The evocative descriptions of sun-
warmed skin and dusty shoes on the allotment, of the smell of an old man’s flat 
and the tentative discovery of new friends are reflective of Bray’s skill.  This 
touching tale is full of real warmth. 

 

Lou Woods  

Dipping into this book was like unwrapping a long forgotten gift. 
Slowly the layers unravel, until the heart of the story reveals itself, 
and you want to wrap Clover and her Dad in a warm embrace.  

Clover wants to know her mum, know who she was, how she lived, how she 
breathed, but all she has left of her is an overwhelming pile of discarded stuff, 
and a father who doesn't want to talk about it, or let go. As Clover sets out to 
discover who her mother was you are taken on a heart-breaking journey.  

She builds a museum of her mother, filled with inaccuracies and 
misinterpretation, yet she can’t bring herself to ask her Dad the questions she 
needs answering. As her mother’s true self begins to reveal itself, Clover can find 
the truth of the story she has created, and the climax will make or break their 
relationship, and your heart.  

It took me a while to warm to this book, but once I did I couldn't let go, their 
story is so real, I also felt on an overwhelming urge to go home and de-clutter 
my house! 

 

Helen Treadwell  

Once I’d opened the book I felt like I’d stepped into Clover’s world 
and didn’t want to leave. Each new item she finds is another door 
opening onto the past just as she has opened the door to the bedroom full of 
her mother’s belongings.  

I loved the main character, Clover, I felt as if I was finding out about her past at 
the same time as she was, although her discoveries are often based on 
guesswork. There are some extremely poignant moments as Clover tries to piece 



 

her mother’s life together through her possessions. 

An absorbing read, this book deals with some difficult issues such as depression 
and bereavement with a deft and light touch.  

All the characters are realistic and intriguing, a special favourite was Mrs 
Mackerel, the next door neighbour who has a heart of gold. Her mixed up 
expressions often made me laugh out loud! I grew so fond of Clover it was hard 
to let her go at the end. 

I will definitely be looking for ‘The Song for Issy Bradley’ (the author’s previous 
book), can’t believe I missed it. 

 

Sue Broom  

The story of a family coming to terms with tragedy - sad, yet upbeat, 
with endearing characters and relationships, and some terrific 
dialogue.  

A poignant and understated story of a little family coming to terms with 
tragedy.  Clover never knew her mother, Becky, who died a few weeks after she 
was born, and she has never known much about her mother’s life because when 
she tries to talk about it everyone heads her off onto more cheerful subjects.  Her 
father Darren has not been able to come to terms with Becky dying, and why, 
and has put everything that reminds him of her into one room and closed the 
door.  Left to her own devices one summer holiday, Clover opens the door and 
starts to reconstruct her mother’s life and personality from the objects she finds.  
The interpretation she puts on her finds could not always be further from the 
truth (a lot of wishful thinking involved), but as the book progresses she and we 
discover who her mother really was and what happened to her.  A sad start to 
Clover’s life but Darren has devoted himself to giving her a happy childhood and 
this book is as much Darren’s story as it is Clover’s and I came to love them 
both.   

It doesn’t sound like it from that synopsis, but the book is actually very upbeat 
and amusing, especially the dialogue and especially when Mrs Mackerel from 
next door is involved.  Carys Bray handles Becky’s situation carefully and 
sympathetically, and gives the reader some gentle and perceptive insights into 
her and the other characters’ dilemmas and motivations.  Recommended. 

 

 



 

Ann Alderton  

A funny, warm-hearted and poignant story about a young girl's 
curiosity about her mother and her single father's process of facing 
up to his past and learning to move on.  Loved every bit of it!  

This charming novel follows the story of Clover, a twelve year old girl and her 
single dad, Darren.  Over the summer school holidays and left to her own 
devices, Clover starts piecing together a portrait of her mother’s life from the 
hoarded belongings left in the second bedroom.  The viewpoint switches from 
Clover’s to Darren’s, which enables the reader to see how one person’s memories 
can be recreated into another person’s version of history through wishful 
thinking and a hunger to understand the events of the past.  With just a handful 
of other characters, such as Grandad, Colin, Jim, Kelly and the lovingly 
portrayed neighbour Mrs Mackerel, there is a wonderful balance between the 
sad story of Darren’s unfulfilled ambitions and personal loss and the uplifting 
one which shows family, friends and neighbours rallying around to provide him 
with love and support in his struggle to bring up Clover.  Funny, warm-hearted 
and poignant, this is a story with a massively wide appeal and almost certain to 
be a must-read for summer 2016 

 

Stephanie Harding  

This is the tale about a young girl (Clover) being brought up by her widowed 
Father. Her Mother died very soon after she was born and she is extremely 
curious about her Mother and desperate to learn more about her. However, her 
Father is reluctant to talk about her and avoids the topic at all costs. 

So Clover starts to assemble an ‘Exhibition’ of items related to her Mum 
expecting her Father to be overjoyed. But will he? Is there something that he is 
hiding and would rather she not know? 

The writing is touching, both funny and sad at the same time. The conversations 
with Mrs Mackeral (the neighbour who delivered her) are hilarious and 
describe such a quirky character. A lovely tale about a family touched by 
tragedy but despite that both funny and warm. A lovely read, highly 
recommended. 

 

  

 



 

Liz Bloomer  

An intriguing book which tells the story of the strong relationship 
between a father and daughter with all the untold stories of her 
earliest days.  

Having read ‘A Song for Issy Bradley’ I looked forward to reading ‘The Museum 
of You’. I was not disappointed! The story meanders through the life of Clover 
Quinn and her Dad with the very obvious gap left by her mother. It is a story of 
the love of a father who wants his daughter to be happy and positive after, what 
eventually emerges, a sad and difficult start in life. As Clover begins to discover 
who her mother was and builds a picture of her from the snippets she discovers, 
the book describes the emotional journeys that end with the realisation of 
exactly what happened when and before she was born. This is a lovely read 
from start to finish and as a parent, you can really empathise with the father in 
trying to shield his daughter from the painful truth of her birth. 

 

Phylippa Smithson  

This is top of the premier league of adult fiction written through the 
eyes of a child – a child who finds a way to get to the truth of who 
was her Mum, lost before Clover had the chance to know her.  

Clover is starting her summer holidays.  She loves knowing she has the freedom 
to spend her days as she chooses – largely caring for the allotment her and her 
father own, and visiting her elderly Granddad and her elderly partially deaf 
neighbour – whilst her bus-driver Dad is away at work. 

She is close to her father, Darren, but not in a demonstrably loving and ‘touchy-
feely’ way.  He loves and worries about Clover as any father would but the loss 
of his wife remains such a tragedy in his life that he finds he cannot talk to 
Clover about her Mum and Clover in turn has a gaping hole in her knowledge of 
who the woman who brought her into the world was and who she will become 
as she grows up.  

With time on her hands however, she remembers a visit to a Museum, and 
determines to apply herself much as a museum does when holding an exhibition.  
So, she works to label all the possessions which Daren has shut away in a spare 
bedroom never finding nor having the desire to rock his attempts to move 
forward.  Her goal is to both learn more about her Mum and do so without her 
Father knowing, until the exhibition is ready to be opened. 

What she finds is a truth she had not expected but the delight for the reader is 



 

the way father-daughter evolve around the other, thinking they know each 
other, thinking they know what each is thinking.  Fascinating insight into the 
adult-child view of the same life. 

Wonderful read. 

 

Angie Rhodes 

Clover is happy, the summer holidays are here and she can spend time with her 
dad, Darren, a local bus driver, when he is not at work. 

Clover tries to make her dad happy, but there is a sadness that has a piece of his 
heart, a sadness that has been there since Clover's mum and Darren's wife 
Becky died.  She decides that this summer she will try and find answers, and the 
way to do this is to look for them in the second bedroom, a bedroom full of her 
mum's belongings.  But sometimes the answers you find lead to more questions 
and is this what Clover wants? 

Carys Bray has written a book form the heart. She really gets into 
the head of the younger characters she writes about. I loved this so 
much, I have passed it onto my teenage daughter. 

 
Sharon Butler  
 
An interesting and thoughtful read - 12 year old Clover is desperate 
to find out more about her dead mum and the spare room holds the 
answers.  She creates a cataloged museum of what she finds.  
 
A heartfelt story about Clover – whose mum died when she was just a baby.  
Her Dad, Darren, doesn’t speak about her or what happened but also hasn’t 
cleared out the second bedroom of her things either.   
 
Over the summer holidays 12 year old Clover wants answers and secretly 
creates a museum of her Mum’s items she feels are most relevant. 
 
The story alternates between Clover and Darren’s perspective of what’s going 
on and what happened that fateful day.  I have to admit that I was quite 
saddened when it became apparent what had happened to Clover’s Mum.   
 
All in all an easy but good summer read. 

 

 

 



 

 


